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By Noa, Mariona and Júlia Martí

LET'S GO SHOPPING!
When we go shopping with friends we always follow a route. We go to La Maquinista in
Barcelona by train; we leave in the morning from Vic. We arrive in Barcelona in Sant Andreu
Comptal station and then we enter La Maquinista, a big shopping center. We normally go to all
the shops we will describe, specially Hollister, Stradivarius, Bershka and Kaotiko.
If you like the urban culture you can go to Hollister, Kaotiko, Stradivarius, Berska and Pull &
Bear, but if you like another kind of clothes you can go to Benetton, which  is not as urban as the
other shops that we mentioned but it is so beautiful. If you like sports clothes you can go to Base 
or Intersport. In these shops you can find diferent brands for example Vans, Roxy and
others.

HOLLISTER:

This spring we’ve got many news. A lots of dresses, shorts 
and elegant’s T-shirts for men and for women.

KAOTIKO:
Kaotiko it’s a shop specially for teenagers, these designer clothes represents urban  culture. Since 
1999 kaotiko is in Barcelona, they produce aside  Kaotiko other designer clothes, for example 
new balance, Nike, Obey Vans, DC, Element... 

STRADIVARIUS: 
Stradivarius was developed in 1994 as a family owned business with an innovative concept in 
fashion in Barcelona, Spain. However, Stradivarius joined the Inditex Group in 1999 and, 
currently, the brand is present in 57 countries with 877 stores all over the world. 



BERSHKA: 

Bershka it is a shop for teenagers

 and there are a lot of T-shirts, dresses, 

shorts,  crop jeans and others.  

PULL & BEAR:  New collection for spring 2015

BENETTON: New collection for spring 2015.



ROXY AND VANS: The most popular logos.

Two popular sports shops. 

 

BASE/INTERSPORT:  
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